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In 1979 at a crowded county fair, California Acrylic

special requests for acrylic hot tubs. A year later,

Industries was a Pomona, California-based pool

with the company’s hot tub business growing,

builder searching for a way to exhibit a large variety

California Acrylic Industries took a leap of faith. The

of pool designs in a small space. To solve this

company stopped building pools and focused full-

dilemma, the company created smaller versions

time on the hot tub business. Cal Spas was born.

of its formed acrylic pools and put them on display

Cal Spas current headquarters grew into a 1-million

for customers. The miniature pools immediately

square foot State-of-the-Art manufacturing plant in

sparked interest and the company began to receive

Pomona, California.
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Quality Built
in the USA
Over 3 Decades of Excellence

Cal Spas are proudly
Made in America.

Cal Spas is proud to have earned the 2016
TradeCertified Award for the Tenth year in a
row — a distinction given only to the top Hot
Tub manufacturers!

BEST
OF CLASS
AWARD

2015 Best Of Class Award
from PoolAndSpa.com Cal Spas has been
granted the 5 Star Best Of Class Award by
PoolAndSpa.com. Cal Spas earned the Best Of
Class Award by achieving PoolAndSpa.com’s
quality product inspections.
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You’re passionate
about your backyard.
You deserve a brand that is equally passionate
about making your outdoor living dreams a reality.
At Cal Spas our passion-our business- is turning
ordinary backyards into extraordinary dream
Home Resorts.
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Select from 5 beautiful spa series
Cal Spas is dedicated to a simple vision: To enable busy families to create daily enjoyment, quality time and overall
well-being with a ready-and-waiting oasis right in their own homes. Experience what so many others around the
world are already enjoying. Embrace the Cal Spas Home Resort lifestyle in your home and discover the relaxation
you didn’t know you couldn’t live without.
Platinum Spas
TM

Platinum

TM

Platinum™ Spas promote an accelerated spa hydrotherapy experience:
blood circulation increases, immune
response improves, and toxins are
removed from the body. Experience
relief from muscle pains, stiffness and
symptoms of daily stress. Elevate your
physical and mental well-being with a
beautifully refined Platinum™ Spa.

Escape Spas
TM

Escape

TM

Escape™ Spas are designed to suit
your daily hot tub preferences. Adjustable controls and innovative feature
options immediately deliver the level of
therapy that will exceed your expectations. Escape from the daily grind into
your own private oasis in the comfort
of your own home.

TM

Patio

TM

The Patio™ Spas collection from Cal
Spas combines classic design and cutting edge technology while delivering
a total body hydrotherapy experience.
Patio Spas are convenient Plug-N-Play
Spas which function from a standard
110V outlet. Plenty of options compliment any outdoor environment, style,
and personal level of comfort.

Plus Spas

Create a spa that is designed to cradle
your body in key areas. The Patio™
Plus Spas are designed to compliment any patio, while a 5.0 BHP Pump
exudes a potent hydrotherapy experience. Share the ultimate hot tub experience with a loved one in an intimate
Patio™ Plus Spa.

Swim-Pro™ Swim
& Fitness Spas

Inground Spas
TM

If you are looking for a custom built-in
spa for your backyard Home Resort,
then the In-Ground™ Spa collection
has the perfect spa for you! These
premium in-ground spas are practical
alternatives to traditional concrete
hot tubs and can be customized to fit
your backyard landscape. Getting that
custom built-in look for your backyard
has never been so easy! Available with
or without massage therapy jets, InGround™ Spas are the ultimate answer
to relaxing in-ground hydrotherapy.

Embrace the ultimate aquatic workout
experience with an Ultimate Fitness™
Swim Spa. Enjoy the convenience of
a complete aquatic exercise regime in
the comfort of your own backyard.
Ultimate Fitness™ Swim Spas are
precision-engineered to offer resistance swimming against a smooth
current that is adjustable to your speed
and ability. Increase your strength with
optional training accessories that target
major muscle groups. Experience the
ease of owning your own swim spa
and feel the benefits of a healthier
lifestyle.

Cal Spas hot tubs are produced in
a one million square foot facility in
Pomona, California. This dedication
to American jobs and handicraft
has made Cal Spas the undisputed
leader in the Home Resort industry.

Plus Spas

Hydrotherapy is a personal experience, Cal Spas Escape™ Plus Spas
are customizable to your daily hot tub
preferences. Create your very own
personalized hydrotherapy package to
reduce pain in your specific targeted
areas. Exceed your hydrotherapy
expectations with a hot tub experience
designed by you with the Escape™
Plus Spas.

Patio Spas

American Made

Plus Spas

Platinum™ Plus Spas takes our spas to
a new level of hydrotherapy. Platinum™ Plus Spas are designed to meet
your specific needs and target the
muscles and/or joints using Cal Spas’
exclusive Aquatic Air Therapy™. Each
Platinum™ Plus Spa is designed by
you for you. You decide the jet options
for your personalized therapy sessions.
Improve your quality of life with a
Platinum™ Plus Spa.

Widest Selection

Cal Spas offers the most hot tub
molds in the industry, ranging from
intimate models to oversized spas
you can swim in. Add thousands of
option combinations and you’re
guaranteed to have a hot tub
that best represents you.

Standard of Excellence

Enjoy your hot tub with peace of
mind, knowing that each spa design
is listed with the Underwriters
Laboratory (UL), a third-party
organization that demands the most
rigorous safety standards.

Value

No other manufacturer packs as
many standard features into one spa
as Cal Spas. You have a choice and
Cal Spas rewards your decision to
bring us into your home by offering
you the highest quality products at
unbeatable value.

Standard of

EXCELLENCE

www.calspas . c o m
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Every seat is the best seat
Sitting in a Cal Spas hot tub is an experience like no other. Each seat is finely crafted to gently cradle your
body in key areas. Molded armrests ensure maximum support, while Tactile Therapy Bumps allow you to
massage tension out of feet, palms and wrists. Most importantly, Cal Spas has devoted special care to
placing jets in strategic locations and targeting areas where you need relief most like the neck, shoulders
and lower back.
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Targeted muscle relief therapy
Seats are contoured and jets are placed along the lines of the body for
maximum therapy Cal Spas hot tubs feature numerous jet configurations to
satisfy your hydrotherapy demands. Many models feature a full body massage
by simply moving from seat to seat. Best of all, Cal Spas offers a generous
selection of shoulder and neck massage options for spa models that can
accommodate them.

1

Ergonomic Lounger Seat

The full-sized lounger seat is finely crafted to
cradle your body while enjoying a subtle yet potent
hydrotherapy massage. Relax, lay back, and enjoy
the utmost hydrotherapy experience available on
a hot tub.

2

Adjustable Therapy System™ (ATS)

Our patented ATS seat features a dedicated motor
and control panel that allows you to personalize
your massage to seven distinctive pressure levels.
The 14 dedicated jets can be programmed to emit
various massage patterns to suite your comfort.

3

Aquatic Air Therapy™ (ATS)

Aquatic Air Therapy™ infuses air and water with jet
engine technology to create a kinetic power to create a complete soft tissue therapy experience. The
combination of the three different flow patterns offers
rejuvenation to sore muscles and tired joints.

4

5

6

Hydro-Pro™

Quad Neck Jets and Multi-Jet Seat

Deep Tissue Massage Seat

7

8

9

Footwell with Tornado Jet

Calves Jet

Unsurpassed Jet Varieties

Cal Spas Exclusive Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets
with patented design feature a unique transparent
and stainless steel “candy cane” design. These
striking hot tub jets are standard on Cal Spas hot
tubs.

Cal Spas understands that taking care of your lower
body is just as important as your upper body. That’s
why Cal Spas hot tubs feature spacious and textured footwells with a tornado jet. Tactile Therapy
Bumps and dome jets target your sore tired feet
while the Tornado Jet massages away aches and
strains from a busy day.

Just like having your own personal masseuse, four
(4) jets provide unparalleled rehabilitation for neck
and shoulders. Rest your head on a comfortable
custom pillow while you receive the message of
a lifetime.

Directional jets incorporate an inner adjustable
nozzle that can be moved with the tip of your finger
to massage a wider area of your calves for an
intense hydromassage.

Rejuvenate your body post-workout with an intense
hydromassage. Deep Tissue Massage Jets can
suppress inflammation and accelerate cell recovery
for a continuous exercise regime.

Cal Spas offers a varied selection of spa jet faces,
each with their own specialized function. These jets
are positioned in various configurations to deliver
unique hydrotherapy massages that pinpoint specific areas of the body. A simple twist of the wrist
can turn each jet On or Off for ultimate customization. Stainless-Steel options are available on select
models.

Seats featured are from the Platinum Series
www.calspas . c o m
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Shell construction and seating

Each Cal Spas hot tub is constructed with precision. Our engineers and experience
production team has crafted each spa to last.

The Strongest Spa Shell in the Industry
Durability is paramount with it comes to your home investments. That’s
why Cal Spas hot tubs utilize the exclusive Fibersteel™ Construction
Process. The finest acrylic sheets are vacuum molded into shape, then
reinforced with vinyl ester and fiberglass. After curing, the shell receives a
resin filler coat, fiberglass and calcium carbonate. Stiffener reinforcement
supports and 1 ½ inch angled irons are added to ensure maximum strength.
A final filler coat is applied to seal, bond and toughen the overall structure.

Fibersteel™ Construction
• A seven layer system with a metal insert adds structural integrity
which is reinforced with both steel and wood
• The thickest fiberglass backing available in the industry
• Protects your investment from damage and lowers heating costs
• Durable Integrated Frame ensures lower heating bills by
surrounding the hot tub in an extra layer of protection

Spa Seats
Sitting in a Cal Spas hot tub is an experience like no other. Each seat is
finely crafted to gently cradle your body in key areas. Molded armrests
ensure maximum support, while Tactile Therapy Bumps allow you to
massage tension out of feel, palms, and wrists. Most importantly, Cal
Spas has devoted special care to placing gets in strategic locations and
targeting areas where you need relief most like the neck, shoulder and
lower back.

Kool Seat
(Only available on Escape Spas)
Allow your body to acclimate to new temperatures - getting in or out of the spa - with the
elegantly designed transition seat, which is
elevated in order to keep you half-immersed.

Reinforced Framework

Bench Seat

Lounge Seat

Each Cal Spas hot tub is built on a structure of pressure treated
wood that resists corrosion, decay and insect damage. The frame is
constructed from a sturdy design of rails and cross-bracings which are
secured by 1 inch galvanized staples for sold strength, while vertical
supports are shored with plywood corner gussets and vertical
angle bracings.

When accommodating a group is a
group is a priority, there is no substitute
for Cal Spas bench seating. Guests are
given the greatest range of movement
and side-by-side seating makes it easy to
get closer for more private encounters.
Cal Spas takes special care to ensure
that the footwell is large enough to
accommodate the entire group.

This seat represents the very best in
relaxation and features spa jets that
target the upper and lower body for
unrivaled hydrotherapy. The ergonomic
design ensures that bathers don’t
float out of the seat. Cal Spas hot tubs
are the only spa on the market that is
designed to fit your body and doesn’t
expect your body to conform to the
hot tub.
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Water clarity at it’s best
From hydration to sanitation, pure, clean water is important for any closed system including swimming
pools and hot tubs. Left untreated, these bodies of water are subject to harmful, microscopic bodies known
as microbes that can foul water and cause odor, film and mold. The enjoyment and safety of your family is
Cal Spas’ main concern, offering you several choices in maintaining the silky smooth water you deserve.
OZONE
GENERATOR

OZONE
INJECTOR

Ozonated water passes
over UV bulb creating
Hydroxuls A supercharged ozone

PUMP

SPA

Bio-Clean™ Antimicrobial Filter with TeleWeir Gate
A special bacteria-fighting agent is molded into the fabric of the
filter and prevents harmful microbes and bacteria from reproducing.
A TeleWeir Gate prevents debris from re-entering your water system.

UV BULD

Synergy™ or Hybrid Clear Water System

Combining Ozone and UV water treatment technologies to avoid or reduce the use
of chlorine, bromine and other sanitizers to treat a closed water system formulates
the Synergy™ System. Water is treated by combining water filtration and purification
technology.

CalPure™ Salt System

Effective Water Management System

Cal Pure™ Salt System

This easy to access, reusable filter provides balanced
filtration and prevents debris from re-entering your spa.

PureSilk Ozonator
™

The Eco-friendly PureSilk™
Ozonator by Cal Spas instantly
kills bacteria through exposure
to the Ozone while minimizing
chemical usage. It features
exclusive moisture-sensing
technology that delivers virtually
maintenance-free operation.
The unit automatically shuts
off when moisture is detected
inside. Once the moisture has
dissipated, the unit starts again
automatically.

Digital Display

Sodium bromide (NaBr) is an effective bacteria killer
that should be part of every hot tub’s water clarity
regimen. The eco-friendly CalPure™ II Salt System
instantly turns salt into bromine to keep your hot tub
water clean and fresh. This perpetual sanitation cycle
kills bacteria, algae and other pathogenic organisms
without ever requiring additional sodium bromide.
A dedicated digital topside display monitors the salt
levels of your spa at all times. The CalPure™ II Salt
System also eliminates the need for an Ozonator.
The following features offer you a peace of mind:
• Reduced chemical use = increased savings
• Reduced chemical damage to the spa equipment
• Increased spa lifetime
• Automatic and complete water sanitation
• Automatic bromine generator
• No floaters or feeders
• Odorless, silky water
• No quarterly draining
• No scum lines
• ETL listed

Tru Blue™ Vacuum Safety Break

This life saving feature prevents entrapment by
automatically reducing water flow in the event of
an obstruction. This unique safety feature is standard
on all of our hot tubs

www.calspas . c o m
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Power & strength you can depend on

Cal Spas switchless booster pumps are built with quality you can trust and power you can feel. Our motors feature
low and high speeds with exclusive switchless technology. The low speed is used for filtration and heating while the
high speed is used for creating a pressurized massage. Cal Spas hot tubs are designed to heat efficiently through the
use of state-of-the-art heaters that transfer the maximum amount of heat directly to the water.

TP800

TP600

Smart Spa Control Center™

TP400

ATS™ Seat
Dedicated
Control

Auxiliary
Spa Control

An intuitive electronic spa control system designed to easily
adjust the settings of the spa to meet your therapeutic needs.

Eliminator™ Power Frame Pump
A high-performance pump that efficiently
circulates and filters spa water with ease.
The Eliminator™ Power Frame Pump
offers durability and better performance.

Remote
Pump
Activation
Control

Quiet Clean™ 100% Filtration System

• A 24-hour circulating pump constantly and quietly
heats the water
• Continuously filters heated water
• Quietly operates water features, such as Cascade
Waterfall, without the need to run therapy pump
• Saves energy by minimizing pump operation
• Available as an option

Whisper Power Unit™

Cal Spas hot tubs are easily managed
by large, easy-to-read digital control
panels that operate everything at a
touch including the pumps, lighting
and heaters. Maintain your water at
the perfect temperature and change
the color sequence of the underwater LED lighting with a simple touch
of a button with the Cal Spas
Whisper Power Unit™

10
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Whisper Hot™ Titanium Heater

• 3 stabilizers minimize vibration while adding durability and reliability.
• The structural bulkhead bracket assures that the element is always 		
centered in the housing, providing smoother flow around 		
the element, combined with decreased harmonic vibration. This adds
up to improved durability and reliability.
• A chemically-inert epoxy seal, instead of brazing, improves corrosion
resistance.
• Computerized element bending specs simplify 			
heater assembly and improve manufacturing reliability

Cabinet, frame and spa covers

Every Cal Spas hot tub is constructed with elegant and durable paneling to protect
your investment and add lasting sophistication to your Home Resort.

Pressure Treated Cabinet Frame

Our cabinet frames are treated to resist rot, corrosion and insects and
constructed using 1” galvanized steel fasteners, corner gussets, and vertical
angle bracings for added beam support.

Cabinet Drain

Cal Preferred™ Vertical Cabinet Panels

Each cabinet is designed to provide maximum support for every spa and can
be styled to match your favorite shell color with eye –catching panels available
in select colors.

Galvanized Steel Cabinet Frame

Constructed of high grade 316-schedule 40 galvanized steel piping,
the frame of a Cal Spas hot tub is non-corrosive, rust-free and offers
a higher strength to weight ratio to support the tub while it is filled
with water.

Reinforced Framing

Frame is white-welded together as opposed to being riveted
together, adding overall strength to the frame and providing greater
structural integrity and making it dimensionally stable.

Water Resistant

The frame is sprayed with a layer of zinc, creating a smoother
surface and making it weatherproof.

Thinner Frame

Allows for more interior cabinet space giving the spa equipment
room to breathe and making the spa easier to service.

Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Panels

These highly-durable panels mimic the look of natural wood and are standard
on all Cal Spas hot tubs in a variety of colors that complement any backyard
landscape. The Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Cabinet Panels are completely
maintenance free, weather resistant and flame retardant. Best of all, these
panels will maintain their rich color for the years to come with the UV light
inhibitors that are integrated into the cabinet’s construction.

Hydro-Armor™ Spa Covers

Cal Stone Cabinet Panels
™

These heavy-duty synthetic panels highlight natural layered stone details and
are insulated with polyurethane foam for additional insulation. The Cal Stone™
Panels also incorporate the look of top rails into their design and complement
any backyard landscape. These weather resistant earth-tone panels not only look
great; they are also extremely sound-deafening, durable, and maintenance free.

Our Hydro-Armor™ Deluxe 5” to 3” tapered hot tub cover, with
high-density foam and safety child lock technology, can be added
to any Cal Spas hot tub as an upgraded feature. With the industry’s
first tapered cover design, our covers are designed to maximize
heat retention, lower operating costs and protect your hot tub from
all elements.
www.calspas. c o m
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Cal Spas insulation

Insulation is one of the most important aspects to consider when purchasing a hot tub. By incorporating
high-quality insulation into the spa structure, Cal Spas is reducing the time it takes for the water temperature to
pass from the body of water to the outside environment. By effectively doing so, the time that it takes to heat and
maintain water temperature is reduced and in return, saving you money on your electric bill.
Thermo-Shield™

4
1
2
3

Insulation Cal Spas Thermo-Shield™ insulation system starts by installing a unique material primarily
comprised of post consumer recycled denim. This 3” thick insulating material foundation is then thermally
bonded with a 99% pure aluminium reinforced foil sheet on one side creating a radiant heat shield which
directs motor and equipment heat back into the spa, retaining residual heat and increasing energy efficiency.
Next, we install a layer of dual walled reflective bubble foil to the floor area of the spa to reflect heat upward
into the spa seat and floor. Finally we add an ABS liner or ABS moulded pan that locks in heat and keeps
moisture out.

Environmentally
Friendly

Made from recycled denim,
Cal Spas Thermo-Shield™ is
a safe and sustainable choice
for insulation.

Better Freeze Protection Maintenance and Service
Other methods of insulating often
leave key components exposed
to the elements with separated
equipment bays and outside air
intake lines.

Nearly Silent Operation 15% More Efficient

Spas with Cal Spas ThermoShield™ operate 14% quieter
than conventionally insulated
spas.

Cal Spas Thermo-Shield™
Insulation is 15% more
efficient than spas with typical
urethane full foam insulation.

2

1

3” Thick Thermo-Shield
with Aluminum Reinforced Foil

Cal Spas Thermo –Shield™ Insulation and the
radiant heat barrier it creates is 18% more efficient
than current energy standards set by the California
Energy Commission (CEC) for spas.

Controlled Air Space

Pump and equipment life are
greatly improved by utilizing the
entire spa cabinet for airflow
rather than conventional
methods of isolated equipment
compartments.

Thermo-Shield™ equipped spas
are much easier to perform
maintenance on compared to
conventionally insulated spas.

Warm Air Injection

Unlike foam filled or Fiber filled spas,
Cal Spas Thermo-Shield™ insulation
provides a warm air environment from
where Air Controls draw their air,
which helps maintain water temperature and lower operation costs.

4

3

ABS Liner or
ABS Molded

pan that locks in heat
and keeps moisture out.

Dual Walled
Reflective Bubble
Foil Flooring
In spa to reflect heat
upward into the spa
seat and floor

Thermo-Layer™ Insulation

• R-20 value thermal resistance
• This additional layer of insulation keeps cold out and retains heat
• Polystyrene cabinet panels provide additional insulation for increased energy efficiencies
• Energy Smart Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation – prevents heat from escaping

Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation

• High density Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation locks all plumbing firmly in place
• Closed cell foam provides additional structural support and helps repel water
• Space between the frame and the spa contains half-pound fill to add an additional layer of protection
• Finishes with a 2 lb. layer of foam for additional insulation from the bottom to the top of the spa
• Increases energy efficiency
• Shell-Loc™ Foam Technology provides an additional layer of protection, lowering overall operating costs

12
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Entertain in style

Cal Spas lets you switch up the look and feel of your hot tub with the simple touch of a button.
Underwater LED lighting allows you to enjoy an evening soak in style and comfort, while
C-LITE LED Cabinet Lighting illuminates your spa’s exterior.

Hi-Light™ LED Jets

• Each hot tub jet can be lit with bright multi-colored LED Lighting
• Several distinct color modes available

Hi-Functionality

• Each jet features independent on/off functionality
• Each light comes on when the jet is set to max and off when shut off

Hi-Performance

• LED Lights do not impede the water’s flow
• Unobstructed flow means these jets are designed to perform

Interior Perimeter LED Lighting

LED multi-colored lighting creates a visual array to impact your
spa experience

Cascade Waterfall

These dramatic water fixtures create a tropical environment, transporting you
to the exotic paradise of your imagination. Waterfalls come in classic cascade
or vertical fountain styles and are specific to each series. The new four-stream
Rainfall water fixture features high-angle trajectory that emulates the serenity of
rain. LED lighting options also enhances the look and feel of any waterfall.

C-LITE™ LED Cabinet
Corner Lighting

Premium LED Spa Lighting
For your evening spa soaks, LED
lighting options can be found along
the top perimeter of the spa in
the form of topside lighting and
illuminated, valves, cup holders and
logos on some spas. Best of all,
LED lighting can be programmed to
alternate between each color on the
color wheel or shine a particular hue
to match your mood.

LED Cup Holder

Corner Cabinet Lighting add an
elegant look to any backyard or
patio. Light up your world! You
decide how much light you need
with a 2- or 4-corner lighting
package. Powered with energyefficient LED bulbs, the C-LITE™
is a cost-effective way to enhance
the look and feel of your hot tub.

www.calspas. c o m
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Cal Spas sound systems

Cal Spas builds an entire entertainment center into your spa, making your Home Resort
an all-in-one solution to your relaxation needs.

iSound

• X-iPod dock transmits RF audio to a high-output, high-range
speaker system with two (2) 4” or four (4) 6” speakers and remote
• 72 watt weatherproof speakers
• Larger IC Tuner with improved reception
• State-of-the-art remote control with: 3 Balance and fader 3 Blue 		
backlight display – displays FM station and iPod song titles
3 Preset FM radio stations
• External Controls • USB port • Bluetooth capability
• High Power Subwoofer for ultimate sound system (optional)

Waterproof Marine-Grade Speakers

Between the effects of hydrotherapy and stress-reducing effects of
music, you’ll transport your senses into another dimension of relaxation
with an added speaker package on your Cal Spas hot tub. Connect your
smart device and enjoy high fidelity sound year after year. Change the
station with the simple touch of a button and let the fun continue long
into the evening.

Cube Speakers

High quality, robust and durable silver
grill waterproof marine speakers.
(Available in the Platinum Series)

Freedom™ Sound

Bluetooth technology lets you control your music through your
smart device from anywhere inside, or outside your Cal Spas hot
tub. The Freedom™ Sound system comes with subwoofer and 4
speakers.

14
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Fountain of Youth™

Fountain Of Youth™ is a new patented hydrotherapy that rejuvenates your body and skin, making you look
younger and feel better. The gentle effervescent sensation and silky feel of the water are signs that your
body is benefiting from the super saturated water filled with billions of oxygen rich micro-bubbles.

These micro-bubbles, increase oxygen levels in the water and blankets
your body, energizing skin cells, stimulating the immune system and
collagen production, killing bacteria and promoting healing. Hydrate
your body, plump your skin, and reduce fine lines and wrinkles with the
Fountain of Youth™.

The #1 Hydrotherapy Choice

Billions of micro-bubbles are released into the spa, forming a gentle
cloud suspended in the spa water. The Fountain of Youth™ is a
combination of warm water and air jet hydrotherapy. It is the quietest
form of active hydrotherapy and can be combined with any other form
of hydrotherapy.

Benefits of an oxygen-rich bath:

• Increases the oxygen levels in the spa by up to 70%
• Oxygen naturally improves the collagen production in your
skin, which reduces signs of aging
• Energizes skin cells
• Stimulates your immune system
• Naturally kills bacteria
• Promotes healing

Benefits of negatively charged ions:

• Naturally improves serotonin levels
• Neutralizes free radicals
• Relaxes your mind and body
• Warm Spa Experience
• Micro-bubbles stay suspended in the water
• Maintains a warm bath temperature for ultimate relaxation
• Creates an improved “sauna effect

Immerse your senses in a Cal Spas exclusive Fountain of Youth™ spa and
experience new technology like never before. These specialty indoor/
outdoors spas are available in a lounge or bench configuration. Upgrade
your hot tub with 15 hydrotherapy jets that convert your Fountain of Youth™
spa into the ultimate therapeutic experience.

TM

www.calspas. c o m
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Adjustable Therapy System™ (ATS)

Adjustable Therapy System™ (ATS)
Our patented ATS seat features a dedicated motor and control panel that allows you to personalize your massage to seven distinctive pressure levels. The 14 dedicated jets can be programmed to emit various massage patterns to suite your comfort level.
Not only will you enjoy premium personalized hydrotherapy, but you will also experience tremendous cost and energy savings.

Targeted Muscle Relief Therapy

The ATS seats are contoured to conform to your body while the jets are
placed along the lines of the body for maximum therapy benefits.

Our patented ATS seat features a dedicated motor and control panel that allows
you to personalize your massage to seven distinctive pressure levels. In addition,
the 14 dedicated jets can be programmed to emit various massage patterns to
suite your comfort.

16
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Aquatic Air™ Therapy

Aquatic Air Therapy™ (AAT)
Aquatic Air Therapy™ infuses air and water with jet engine technology to create a kinetic power to create a complete
soft tissue therapy experience. The combination of the three different flow patterns offers rejuvenation to sore muscles
and tired joints.

Aquatic Air Therapy™ Jets

The Aquatic Air Therapy™ (AAT) Jets in conjunction with the
massage ring provides a massage therapy experience for sore
muscles or aching joints (Available only in select areas of spa).

Flex Jet™

The Flex Jet™ delivers a gentle but strong
stream of water to more delicate areas of the
body including wrists, joints and extra sensitive
muscles. Experience immediate alleviation from
the massage ring included on the Flex Jet™.

Duo Jet™

The Duo Jet™ is perfect for larger parts of your
body including lower back, legs and shoulders.
Place your back on the the Duo Jet™ for a
complete rehabilitating massage therapy
experience.

AAT Air Control
The Aquatic Air
Therapy™ has its own
dedicated Air Control
that allows you to adjust
the air flow precisely
to create your total spa
therapy experience.

Precision Jet™

The Precision Jet™ emits the perfect combination
of air and water to target specific problematic
areas while a soft massage ring provides relief
on contact. Relieve muscle tension and soreness
with the Precision Jet™.
Ultimate
Foot Therapy

www.calspas. c o m
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Massage Therapy

Cal Spas Hydro-Pro™ Jets
Cal Spas offers a varied selection of spa jet faces, each with their own specialized function. These jets are positioned in various
configurations to deliver unique hydrotherapy massages that pinpoint specific areas of the body. A simple twist of the wrist can
turn each jet on or off for ultimate customization. (Available in select models)

Hydro-Pro™ Jets

Cal Spas Exclusive Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets with patented design feature a unique transparent and stainless
steel “candy cane” design. These striking hot tub jets are standard on Cal Spas hot tubs. Entertain family and friends
in style with a Cal Spas hot tub today!
Deep Tissue Jets
Deep Tissue Jets pinpoint on the deepest layers of muscle tissue, tendons and fascia (the protective layer surrounding muscles, bones
and joints). Release chronic muscle tension, increase circulation and reduce stress levels with Cal Spas Deep Tissue Jets.

Rain Fixed
Deep Tissue
Smooth Stainless
1-3/8” (HPR)

Impact
Directional
Deep Tissue
2” (ED)

Pulsate
Deep Tissue
Smooth Stainless
1.75” (SQR2)

Focus Directional
Deep Tissue
3” (MED)

Core Directional
Deep Tissue
1.75” (SQ2D)

Tornado +
Deep Tissue
5” (T)

Whirlpool
Diverter Deep Tissue
5.5” (WP)

Impact
100% Directional Neck Jet
Deep Tissue
2” (SQN)

Super Sooth
Multi Port Fixed
Deep Tissue
7” (MM7)

Soft Tissue Jets
Increase muscle relaxation and reduce inflammation due to daily wear and tear with Soft Tissue Jets. Melt away stress from a hard
Deep Tissue Jets
day of work and reduce heart rate for a relaxing hot tub session. Combine Cal Spas Soft Tissue Jets with warm water therapy to ease
stiffness and pain for a healthier lifestyle.

Shower
Multi Port Fixed
Soft Tissue
3” (MMP)
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Twist Massage
Soft Tissue
3” (MM)

Soothe Massage
Soft Tissue
4” (MFS)

Sensation + Massage
Soft Tissue
5” (PST)

Soothe +
Massage Soft Tissue
5”

Medium Tissue Jets
Medium Tissue Jets emit a firm yet delicate mixture of air and warm water designed to relax the muscles and joints. Relief stiff
necks, low back tightness, and sore shoulders with Cal Spas Medium Tissue Jets.

Steam
Directional Medium
3” (mfd)

Target
Directional Medium
4” (MFD)

Focus +
Directional Medium
5” (PSD)

Rush +
Directional Medium
5” (PSR)

Halo Design: Deep, Soft and Medium Jets
Powerful jets soothe away tense muscles and help blood circulation to achieve mental clarity. The sleek Halo Jet design
complements the aesthetics of your Cal Spas hot tub while providing a therapy experience based on your preference.

Pulsate Hand Jet
Deep Tissue
1.75” (SQR2)

Impact Directional
Deep Tissue
2” (SQ2D)

Shower
Soft Tissue
3” (MMP)

Focus Directional
Deep Tissue
3” (SQ3D)

Single Roto Soothe
Soft Tissue
4” (SQ3R)

Target Directional
Medium
4” (SQ4D)

Soothe Massage
Soft Tissue
4” (SQ4R)

Sensation + Massage
Soft Tissue
5” (SQ5R)

www.calspas. c o m
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Accessories
Personalize your hot tub experience with Cal Spas accessories.

Cover EX Premium
Hot Tub Cover Lifter

Cover Rock-It
Hot Tub Cover Lifter

The surprising ease in which the
Cover EX helps remove your spa cover
will impress, and will undoubtedly
lead to more soaks in your hot tub.
Reinforced aluminum construction
ensures that the EX will outperform in
any backyard environment, requiring
only 12” of operational clearance.
#ACC01600121

Spa Side Towel Tree

BRONZE FINISH

The Spa Side Towel Tree is the stylish
way for any spa owner to keep their
towels off the ground and within reach.
Its aluminum construction stands up
to the most extreme climates and the
detailed powder coats complements
the overall look. The towel tree
assembles in minutes, and is available
in a Bronze finish.
#ACC01600600-B

The Cover Rock-It slides effortlessly
behind the spa enabling a view from all
sides while in your hot tub. While the
spa is in use, the Rock-It reduces cover
wear-and-tear by keeping the cover off
the ground. The powder coated finish,
in addition to the improved strength,
ensures years of effortless spa cover
removal.
#ACC01601020

SOFT BLUE LED
LIGHTING

Spa Side Handrail

The Spa Side Handrail provides
360-degrees of movement to allow
easy entry and exit. An added locking
feature enables the handrail to be fixed
in any position for increased safety and
peace of mind. The attractive carbon
gray powder coat is accented by the
new battery-powered LED mood
lighting located on the interior curve
of the rail.
#ACC01600501

Cal Spas Steps

Our most popular spa step option,
these steps feature a texture design to
reduce slipping. Available in Black
#ACCESSSBLK

Spa Side Umbrella

The Crème colored Spa Side Umbrella
is a stylish enough to compliment
any spa environment all the while
protecting the spa from the elements.
Its versatility allows for 360-degrees
of travel as well as a crank-and-tilt
mechanism that offers trouble-free
operation.
#ACC01800603-C
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Water Brick Water
Seat Spa Cushion and Hot
Tub Booster Seat

Made of black PVC coated vinyl, the
Water Brick doubles as a comfortable
seat cushion while increasing the
seating height for shorter spa users.
The 4” thick cushion offers substantial
support and comfort compared to
seating directly on any spa surface.
#ACC01400483

Cal Spas
Spa Series

Choose your own private oasis
and massage therapy experience.

www.calspas. c o m
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Plus Spas

Platinum™

Platinum™ Plus Spas
Platinum™ Plus Spas takes our spas to a new level of hydrotherapy. Platinum™ Plus Spas are designed to meet your specific
needs and target the muscles and joints using Cal Spas exclusive Aquatic Air Therapy™. Each Platinum™ Plus Spa is designed
by you for you. You decide the jet options for your personalized therapy sessions. If you’re looking for the perfect hot tub to
soak in after a long day of work this is the hot tub for you. Improve your quality of life with a Platinum™ Plus Spa.

22

Platinum™ Plus Standard Features

Platinum™ Plus Premium Options

• Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (Varies)
• Hydrotherapy Custom Seats
• Eliminator High Performance™ Pump 1 x 5.0 BHP 2 x 6.0 BHP
• Adjustable Therapy System™
• LED Curved Cascade Waterfall
• LED Jets, Valves, Cup Holders and Cascade Pillow Lighting
• Premium Underwater LED Lighting Package
• Energy Saver™ Titanium Heating System
• Hybrid Sanitizing System
• 24/7 Filtration System
• Bio-Clean™ Filter System
• Pure Silk™ Ozonator
• 240v Operating Voltage
• Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and ABS Pan
• Galvanized Steel Cabinet Frame with Molded ABS Pan
• Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 800
• Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Cabinet Panels

• Left Bench Neck Jets
• Right Bench Should Jets
• Adjustable Therapy System™
• Cal Spas Fountain of Youth™ System
• Cal Stone Cabinet (only available for 8’ Spas with 39.5” H)
• Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation
• Cal Pure™ Salt System
• Cal Spas Wi-Fi Module

w w w.c a l sp a s.c o m

• i-Sound Stereo System iPod Station

Plus Spas

Platinum™

U-Pack™
Your own personal escape designed for you, by you

Tranquil (U1)

Circuit (U6)

Rain (U2)

Trigger (U7)

Sensation (U3)

Healthy (U8)

Complete (U4)

Target (U9)

Smart (U5)

Focus (U10)

www.calspas. c o m
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Platinum™ Spas

Platinum™ Spas
Luxury and therapy right at your fingertips. Experience the ultimate level of hydrotherapy for yourself with the Cal Spas Platinum™ Plus Spas.
The Platinum™ Plus Spa allows you to design your spa to fit your needs. Select your favorite jets and place them in the lounge or bench seat of
your choice. Create your perfect oasis in your backyard. Platinum™ Spas promote an accelerated spa hydrotherapy experience: blood circulation
increases, immune response improves, and toxins are removed from the body. Experience relief from muscle pains, stiffness and symptoms
of daily stress. Elevate your physical and mental well-being with a beautifully refined Platinum™ Spa.

Platinum™ Standard Features
• Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (60-80 jets)
• Eliminator High Performance™ Pump
2 x 6.0 BHP (3 x 5.0 BHP on select models)
• Adjustable Therapy System™
• LED Curved Cascade Waterfall
• Premium Underwater LED Lighting Package
• Energy Saver™ Titanium Heating System
• Hybrid Sanitizing System
• 24/7 Filtration System
• Bio-Clean™ Filter System
• Pure Silk™ Ozonator
• 240v Operating Voltage
• Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and ABS Pan
• Galvanized Steel Cabinet Frame with Molded ABS Pan
• Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 800
• Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Cabinet Panels

PACIFICA- 6 Person Bench Spa

PL-760L
84”x 84” x 39.5”H • 60 Jets

24
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TROPICAL- 6 Person Bench Spa
PL-760B
84”x 84” x 39.5”H • 60 Jets

Platinum™ Premium Options
• Cal Stone Cabinet (only available for 8’ Spas with 39.5” H)
• Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation
• Aquatic Air Therapy™
• LED Jets, Valves, Cup Holders and Cascade Pillow Lighting
• Cal Pure™ Salt System
• Cal Spas Wi-Fi Module
• i-Sound Stereo System iPod Station

ATLANTIC- 6 Person Bench Spa

PL-860L
93”x 93” x 39.5”H • 60 Jets
___________________________
PL-880L
93”x 93” x 39.5”H • 80 Jets

BEL AIR- 6 Person Bench Spa

PL-861B
93”x 93” x 39.5”H • 61 Jets
___________________________
PL881B
93”x 93” x 39.5”H • 81 Jets

Perimeter + Waterfall LED Lighting

Valve LED Lighting

Jets LED Lighting

C-Lite Cabinet LED Lighting

ATS™ Seat
Dedicated
Control

Adjustable Therapy System™ (ATS)
Our patented ATS seat features a dedicated motor and control
panel that allows you to personalize your massage to seven
distinctive pressure levels. The 14 dedicated jets can be
programmed to emit various massage patterns to suite your
comfort level. Not only will you enjoy premium personalized
hydrotherapy, but you will also experience tremendous cost
and energy savings.

www.calspas. c o m
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Plus Spas

Escape™

Escape™ Plus Spas
Hydrotherapy is a personal experience, Cal Spas Escape™ Plus Spas are customizable to your daily hot tub preferences. Create your
very own personalized hydrotherapy package to reduce pain in your specific targeted areas. Exceed your hydrotherapy expectations
with a hot tub experience designed by you with the Escape™ Plus Spas.

Escape™

Plus

Standard Features

• Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (61-64 jets)
• Eliminator High Performance™ Pump 1 x 5.0 BHP 2 x 6.0 BHP
• LED Curved Cascade Waterfall
• Premium Underwater LED Lighting Package
• WhisperHot™ Titanium Energy Saver Heating System
• Bio-Clean™ Filter System
• Pure Silk™ Ozonator
• 240 V Operating Voltage
• Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and Thermo-Layer Floor
• Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 600 Color Display
• Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Cabinet Panels

PACIFICA- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-735L
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 35 Jets
___________________________
EC-751L
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 51 Jets
___________________________
EP-761L+
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 61 Jets
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TROPICAL- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-735B
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 35 Jets
___________________________
EC-751B
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 51 Jets
___________________________
EP-761B+
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 61 Jets

Escape™ Standard Features
• Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (35-64 jets)
• Eliminator High Performance™ Pump
2 x 5.0 BHP (2 x 6.0 BHP on select models)
• LED Water Feature
• Premium Underwater LED Lighting Package
• WhisperHot™ Titanium Energy Saver Heating System
• Bio-Clean™ Filter System
• 240v Operating Voltage
• Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and Thermo-Layer Floor
• Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 600 Color Display
• Cal Preferred™ Horizontal Cabinet Panels

ATLANTIC- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-835L
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 35 Jets
___________________________
EC-851L
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 51 Jets
___________________________
EP-861L+
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 61 Jets

BEL AIR-

6 Person Bench Spa

EC-835B
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 35 Jets
___________________________
EC-851B
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 51 Jets
___________________________
EP-861B+
84”W x 84”L x 39.5”H • 61 Jets

MALIBU- 5 Person Bench Spa

EC-754DL
87”W x 87”L x 39.5”H • 54 Jets
___________________________
EP-760DL+
87”W x 87”L x 39.5”H • 60 Jets

Escape™ Spas

Escape™ Series
Escape™ Spas are designed to suit your daily hot tub preferences. Adjustable controls and innovative feature options immediately
deliver the level of therapy that will exceed your expectations. Escape from the daily grind into your own private oasis in the
comfort of your own home.

Escape™ Series Premium Options
• Cal Spas Fountain of Youth™ System
• Adjustable Therapy System™
• Aquatic Air Therapy System™
• Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation
• Pure Silk™ Ozonator with Mazzei Injector System
• Pure Cure™ Hybrid Sanitizing System
• 24/7 Filtration System
• Cal Pure™ Salt System
• Cal Spas Wi-Fi Module
• Freedom™ Sound System with Bluetooth
• i-Sound Stereo System iPod Station
• Cal Stone Cabinet (only available for 8’ Spas)

WINDSOR- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-852L
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 52 Jets
___________________________
EP-860L+
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 60 Jets

AVALON- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-864L
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 64 Jets
___________________________
EP-864L+
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 64 Jets

Adjustable Therapy System™

Valve LED Lighting

Jets LED Lighting

C-Lite Cabinet LED Lighting

Aquatic Air Therapy System™

Freedom Sound System

CANCUN- 6 Person Bench Spa

EC-864B
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 64 Jets
___________________________
EP-864B+
93”W x 93”L x 39.5”H • 51 Jets

EL GRANDE-

7 Person Bench Spa

EC-947E
93”W x 131.5”L x 39.5”H • 47 Jets

NEWPORTER- 7 Person Bench Spa

EC-948L
93”W x 130”L x 39.5”H • 48 Jets

www.calspas. c o m
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Plus Spas

Patio™

Patio™ Plus Spas
The Patio™ Plus Spas has the qualities of the original Patio™ Spa line with the added benefit of customizable hydrotherapy
options. Create a spa that is designed to cradle your body in key areas. The Patio™ Plus Spas are designed to compliment
any patio, while a 5.0 BHP Pump exudes a potent hydrotherapy experience. Share the ultimate hot tub experience with a
loved one in an intimate Patio™ Plus Spa.

Patio™
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plus

Standard Features

Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (24-36 jets)
Eliminator High Performance™ Pump 5.0 BHP
WhisperHot™ Titanium Energy Saver Heating System
240 V Operating Voltage
Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and Thermo-Layer Floor
Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 400 LCD
Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 600 Color Display
(Available on select models)

ROUND- 4 Person Bench Spa
PZ-511R
78” DIA x 36”H • 11 Jets

(Patio) Product part number Information
28
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BALBOA- 2 Person Bench Spa

PZ-517L
54”W x 78”L x 36”H • 17 Jet
___________________________

PPZ-525L+
54”W x 78”L x 36”H • 25 Jets

Patio™ Standard Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (10-24 jets)
Eliminator High Performance™ Pump 2.0 BHP
WhisperHot™ Titanium Energy Saver Heating System
110 V Plug-n-play
Thermo-Shield™ Side Panels and Thermo-Layer Floor
Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 400 LCD
Feather Touch™ Digital Top Side TP 600 Color Display
(Available on select models)

VISTA- 2 Person Bench Spa

PZ-617T
72”x 72” x 36”H • 17 Jets
___________________________
PPZ-628T+
72”x 72” x 36”H • 28 Jets

(Patio Plus) Product part number Information

KONA- 3 Person Bench Spa

PZ-525L
64”x 64” x 36”H • 25 Jets
___________________________
PPZ-537L+
64”x 64” x 36”H • 37 Jets

Patio™ Spas

Patio™ Series
The Patio™ Spas collection from Cal Spas combines classic design and cutting edge technology while delivering a total
body hydrotherapy experience. Patio Spas are convenient Plug-N-Play Spas which function from a standard 110V outlet.
Plenty of options compliment any outdoor environment, style, and personal level of comfort.

Patio Series Premium Options
•
•
•
•
•
•

LED Water Feature
Thermo-Guard™ Full Foam Insulation
Perimeter LED Lighting Package
Pure Silk™ Ozonator with Mazzei Injector System
Pure Cure™ Hybrid Sanitizing System
Freedom Sound System with Bluetooth

HAWAIIAN- 5 Person Bench Spa

PZ-621L
76”W x 78”L x 36”H • 21 Jet
___________________________

PPZ-631+
76”W x 84”L x 36”H • 31 Jets

Perimeter + Waterfall LED Lighting Valve LED Lighting

Jets LED Lighting

C-Lite Cabinet LED Lighting

Freedom Sound System

PACIFICA- 6 Person Bench Spa

PZ-722L
84”W x84”L x 37”H • 22 Jet
___________________________

PPZ-732L+
84”W x 84”L x 37”H • 32 Jets

Adjustable Therapy System™

TROPICAL 6 Person Bench Spa

PZ-722B
72”x 72” x 36”H • 22 Jets
___________________________
PZ-732B+
72”x 72” x 36”H • 32 Jets

www.calspas. c o m
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Swim-Pro™
Swim & Fitness Spas
Experience the ease of owning your own swim
spa and feel the benefits of a healthier lifestyle

30
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Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas
Embrace the ultimate aquatic workout experience with a Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spa. Enjoy the convenience of a complete
aquatic exercise regime in the comfort of your own backyard. Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas are precision-engineered to offer
resistance swimming against a smooth current that is adjustable to your speed and ability. Increase your strength with optional
training accessories that target major muscle groups. Experience the ease of owning your own swim spa and feel the benefits
of a healthier lifestyle!

FITNESS- 6 Person Swim Spa
F-1222
93”W x 141”L x 42”H
Jets: 21 | Swim Jets: 1

FREESTYLE- 6 Person Swim Spa
F-1620
93”W x 171.5”L x 51”H • 20 Jets
Jets: 19 | Swim Jets: 1

FREESTYLE- 6 Person Swim Spa
F-1437
93”W x 171.5”L x 51”H • 37 Jets
Jets: 35 | Swim Jets: 2

CHAMPION- 6 Person Swim Spa
F-1640
93”W x 200”L x 51”H • 40 Jets
Jets: 37 | Swim Jets: 3

SWIM-PRO- 6 Person Swim Spa
F-1325
93”W x 151”L x 51”H
Jets: 23 | Swim Jets: 2

OLYMPIAN- 10 Person Swim Spa
F-1770
93”W x 200”L x 51”H • 70 Jets
Jets: 67 | Swim Jets: 3

www.calspas. c o m
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Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas
Hydro Streamers

with LED lights enhance the beauty of
hydrotherapy which can be enjoyed from
inside or outside the spa.

Stainless Steel Candy Cane™ Jets
and Jet Propulsion System provide the
utmost experience for up to seven people
at once.

Cascade Pillows

add unique style and comfort to your
hydrotherapy experience. Comfortable
pillows accent the spa and provide the
perfect amount of support.

Whisper Power Unit™

BP20X Equipment with Spa Touch topside
control with larger LCD screen lets you
conveniently adjust spa functions.

Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas
are equipped with Thermo-Shield™ foam
insulation and Hydro-Armor™ spa cover
to help reduce heating costs and save you
money over time.

UL Rigorously Tested

All Cal Spas swim spas are certified to meet
and exceed all standards of compliance.

1

Fibersteel™ Construction

3

Floor Mounted Swim Lane Marker

6

Hydro-Pro Swim-Mill + Resistance I™

9

JetStream Stabilization System™

(on select models)
(F1420 & F1222)
A seven layer system with a metal
for Swimmers (F1770)
A visual aid placed at the swim spa floor
insert adds structural integrity which is
The exclusive Jetstream Stabilization
Hydro-Pro Swim-Mill + Resistance II™
7
to
help
keep
the
swimmer
in
the
center
reinforced with both steel and wood. The
System™ featured in our F1770 fitness
(F1437)
of the swim spa current for maximum
thickest fiberglass backing available in
spa uses water pressure to help keep
swim resistance.
8 Hydro-Pro Swim-Mill + Resistance III™
the industry. Protects your investment
swimmers in place as they swim against
(F1640 and F1770)
from damage and lowers heating costs. 4 The Complete Aquatic Workout
the powerful underwater current
These adjustable Hydro-Pro Swim-Mill
Durable Integrated Frame ensures lower
generated by the spa’s main swim jets.
A fitness handle bar a and fitness
+ Resistance Propulsion System offer
heating bills by surrounding the hot tub in
anchors are standard in all swim spas
swimmers various levels of resistance
10
Hydro-Armor™ Spa Cover
an extra layer of protection.
for the Optional Cal Spas Exercise
swimming. When the jet nozzle is directed
with 5”-3” Tapered Design
Equipment. 16 Pc. Cal Spas exercise
downward, the swimmer will experience
2 Designed for Comfort
A tapered edge and angle downward
equipment set with storage bag.
a decreased level of resistance. If the jet
™
from the center prevents precipitation
Each swim spa seat features PurePlush
nozzle is directed upward, the swimmer’s
from pooling. 100% marine-grade with
Comfort Pillows for a relaxing maximum 5 Cal Spas Tether Bar Kit
resistance will dramatically increase.
a vinyl top, filled with & supported by
Cal Spas swim spas include a tether anchor
hydrotherapy experience. Shown with
18-gauge steel C-Channel beams.
for the optional Cal Spas Tether Bar Kit.
optional LED lighting.

1

9
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6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Cal Spas offers Six types of swim spas—known as the Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas—for every fitness level, from beginner to health enthusiast
to the professional athlete. With these swim spas you have the convenience of a complete aquatic gym right in your very own backyard.
The Swim-Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas are designed to provide the best aquatic workout, such as treadmill swimming and strength training.

11

Exclusive Stainless
Steel Candy Cane™ Jets

Adjustable On/Off design. These jets
are carefully placed along the lines of
the body, allowing you to massage
away stress while comfortably leaning
back in the luxuriously-designed
seating, delivering the highest quality
hydrotherapy and relaxation experience
available.
12

14

20

21

22

Our Eco-friendly Bio-Clean™ Antimicrobial
Filter utilizes a special bacteria-fighting
agent that is molded into the fabric.
This unique protectant prevents
harmful microbes and bacteria from
reproducing and re-entering your water
system ultimately minimizing the need
of chemical sanitizers during regular
cleaning and maintenance.
16

Exclusive Stor-Dry
Winterizing Plumbing System
™

All lines are plumbed to the drain valve
to enable full water drainage and protect
the spa from freezing during cold
weather months.
17

VGB Approved Vacuum
Break Intake System

State-of-the-art controls make
Cal Spas swim spas the easiest
spa to use. Advanced technology
automatically keeps spa water at
desired temperature.

14
21

21

5” LED Spa Light

14

14

PureSilk™ (CD) Ozonator

23

21

21

14

Synergy™ Clear Water System

14

4

The Safest Way to Disinfect Your Hot Tub
Water Naturally Combining water treatment
technologies to reduce the use of chlorine,
bromine and other sanitizers to treat a closed
water system, provides peace of mind and an
organic way to enjoy your spa worry-free

4

3

14

14

Synergy Clear Water System
Components Pure Silk™ (CD) Ozonator
™

15

Injects ozone into the spa water where it can
kill/neutralize bacteria and other water borne
pathogens making your spa water cleaner &
safer to enjoy.

4

13

4

5

Pure Cure UV Purification System
™

UV adds no chemicals to the water and won’t
interfere with the oxidation process of injecting
ozone. UV also has zero impact on water
balance. Our Pure Cure™ UV System exposes
microorganisms to UV light, killing them instantly
and preventing them from reproducing.

Designed for increased performance
and enhanced safety, our larger capacity
VGB vacuum break intake system
24 iSound™ iPod Stereo System
eliminates the need for multiple intakes.
Start the party with the optional iSound™ iPod
Safety break feature automatically
Stereo System & FM receiver, speakers and
reduces pump suction in the event of an
floating RF remote. Just plug your iPod, iPhone
obstruction or intake blockage.
or iTouch into the dock and adjust the volume for
your favorite soundtrack on demand.
18 Exclusive Whisper Power

Unit™ Control System

21

14

Ozone (O3) an extremely effective oxidizer,
is injected into the spa water to oxidize
organic waste. This oxidation process frees
up the sanitizer to be more effective in
destroying harmful microorganisms and
killing bacteria - reducing the amount of
chemicals needed.

Hydro Streamers™

Exclusive Bio-Clean™
Antimicrobial Filter
with Weir Gate

8

High Performance
6.0 BHP Swim Jet Pump

Add a touch of romance to your Swim
Spa. The LED light can be programmed
to alternate among seven colors on two
color modes or shine on a favorite hue.

Individual On/Off Flow Control

Up to eight breathtaking LED Hydro
Streamers™ instantly turn any backyard
into a beautiful tropical
paradise on selected models.
15

18

The most reliable motors in the industry with
less moving parts. These motors feature two
independent winding speeds for maximum
efficiency and durability, and a reverse-flow
cooling system that keeps the motor cool and
extends its lifetime.

Exclusive Hi-Light LED Jets

Our convenient control valves allow
you to direct the flow of spa water to
different areas of the spa. Optional
LED lighting available.

WhisperHot™ 5.5 kW
Titanium Heater

Titanium’s inert properties resist
corrosion and calcium build up, making
it the most advanced and reliable heater
in the industry.

™

This optional light feature enhances jets
with bright LED lighting which can be
programmed to alternate among seven
colors on two color modes or shine on a
particular hue with on/off functionality.
13

19

Integrated Bluetooth Sound
System with (4) Speaker

1
15

2
21

Control the optional Integrated Bluetooth Sound
System with your personal smart devices.
Manage the music and volume from the
convenience of your smart phone, tablet and
wireless headsets.

18

OZONE
GENERATOR

OZONE
INJECTOR

Ozonated water passes
over UV bulb creating
Hydroxuls A supercharged ozone

PUMP

SPA

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

UV BULD

24
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Designer Inground™ Spas

Inground Spas
If you are looking for a custom built-in spa for your backyard Home Resort, then the Inground Spa collection has the perfect spa
for you! These premium in-ground spas are practical alternatives to traditional concrete hot tubs and can be customized to fit your
backyard landscape. Getting that custom built-in look for your backyard has never been so easy! Available with or without massage
therapy jets, Inground Spas are the ultimate answer to relaxing in-ground hydrotherapy.

Jetted Inground Standard Features
• Cal Spas Stainless Steel Hydro-Pro™ Jets (16-26 jets)
• Bio-Clean™ Filter System
• Weir Skimmer

ROUND- 7 Person Swim Spa

SQUARE- 7 Person Swim Spa

IGJ-403
93”W x 93”L x 32”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-403-26
93”W x 93”L x 32”H • 26Jets
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TRANGULAR- 7 Person Swim Spa
IGJ-404
93”W x 130”L x 36”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-404-16
93”W x 130”L x 34”H • 16 Jets

OCTAGON- 7 Person Swim Spa

IGJ-401
93” DIA”x 34”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-401-16
93” DIA x 34”H • 16 Jets

IGJ-402
93”W OCT x 32”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-402-26
93”W x 93”L x 32”H • 26 Jets

OCTAGON XL- 7 Person Swim Spa

KIDNEY- 7 Person Swim Spa

IGJ-405
93”W x 130”L x 32”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-404-26
93”W x 130”L x 32”H • 26 Jets

IGJ-406
93”W x 120”L x 35”H • No Jets
______________________________
IGJ-406-16
93”W x 120”L x 35”H • 16 Jets

CAL METRO
All surround components are available as individual pieces.

Colors:

Instantly add a touch of sophistication to any Cal Spas hot tub with Cal Metro Surrounds. The Cal Metro
Surrounds feature a knock-down design that makes assembly easy and quick. Combine a sleek metal
base with a top to match any Cal Spas hot tub with Cal Preferred™ cabinets. The Cal Metro Surrounds
conveniently feature independent, movable components which can be used to create hundreds of
different hot tub décor options – regardless of the size or shape of your spa!

Mahognay

Create the backyard spa retreat of your dreams with Cal Metro Surrounds.

Smoke

Cal Metro™ 30” Step
Part Number: CM955-CS
Dimensions: 21”x 30”x 14”

Cal Metro™ 60” Step
Part Number: CM956-CS
Dimensions: 21”x 58”x14”

Cal Metro™ Privacy Screen
Part Number: CM950-CS
Dimensions: 20”x 72”

Cal Metro™ Bar Stool
Part Number: CM957-CS
Dimensions: 14”x 14” x 24”

Cal Metro™ 36” Bar
Part Number: CM960-CS
Dimensions: 16.5”x 36” x 35.5”

Mist

Cal Metro™ 77” Bar
Part Number: CM951-CS
Dimensions: 16.5”x 77”x 35.5”

Cal Metro™ 36” Bench
Part Number: CM959-CS
Dimensions: 16.5” x 36” x 18”

Cal Metro™ 77” Bench
Part Number: CM952-CS
Dimensions: 16.5” x 77” x 1”

Cal Metro™ Corner Bench
Part Number: CM953-CS
Dimensions: 16 x 34.25 x 18”

Cal Metro™ Corner Bar
Part Number: CM954-CS
Dimensions: 16.5 x 34.25 x 35.5”
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Luxury Resort Living For Everyone

Visit your Cal Spas dealer today and transform your home into a
Cal Spas Home Resort with the world’s largest and most complete
selection of stylish outdoor living products that inspire the
imagination, add value to your home and enhance your lifestyle.
BEST
OF CLASS
AWARD

PRODUCT SERVICE

1462 East Ninth Street, Pomona CA 91766
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